We want to bring manufacturing more close to people

In the first place, what is the background
of the “Electronic Circuit Pen Lecture”
which started up this project?

Cooperative Association of Sagamihara-city Printed Advertisement
slogan

together

Produce new

Code of behavior

?

Communication, connection with
local people, business, value,
client, collaboration, framework,
dream/goal… all members think
deeply and write in □ (1: 2 /
silver ratio). Identity of
association is nothing but
addition, a combination of
identity of members.

Sagamihara &

Have the originality

Different business &

Have the dispatch power

members

Have the innovativeness

!

<Interview> A magic pen which can delete by using electronic
circuit! Interviewing start-up company which originated by Tokyo
University.

And we came across such article, a company,
the magic pen

For making
better public
information
magazine

And also associtation did
such a thing as CSR to
the local area.
Basics of how
to make
magazine

The problem is…
Children are staying at home when
their PTA parents are attending…
if they are lower elementary school, it
is a problem…
What would we do to a device, an
event, the staff to provide there?

What are you doing at
“Electronic Circuit Pen Lecture”?
Started when：From 2015
With who：Sagami Women’s University, Kanagawa
Federations of Small Business Associations
To whom：Mainly elementary school students
Where：Sagamihara City Facility, Yaguchidai Elementary
school, Sagami Women’s University, Ota-ku Yukiya
Elementary School
What to do：By using “Ag IC Circuit Marker”, micro cell, LED,
we make all and happy time!

“The Electronic Circuit Pen Lecture”
is a lecture like this
-Let’s ask about lecture!
Why did you attend this project? Was it helpful?
A)

B)
C)

D)

I participated in the briefing session by the class and thought that it seemed to be interesting.
Since I contact a child in my major, it will be helpful in the future.
Because I like science. I can contact with company where I cannot be usually concerned with and
also various children.
I was planning to do that I could do it only among the university student. I can associate with
various people including other school years. There is an opportunity to have you look at the thing
which you planned.
I participated in a briefing session and thought that it seemed to be interesting. Planning of the
event is possible. I acquire power to tell clearly as I do presentation and talks. I can write it on
the resume of the job hunting.

“The electronic circuit pen lecture” is a
lecture like this
-Let’s ask about lecture!
Mr. Yamamoto <Cooperative Association of Sagamihara-city Printed Advertisement>
Mr. Uchida <Kanagawa Federations of Small Business Associations>
- What do you expect for student and this project as a company?
・ Talk together from the stage of the plan and announce it from the thing which each student
brought
・ A flexible idea and have close perspective with child(Instruct in a student and child’s
perspective)
・ When a university student teaches child, their reaction becomes good.
・ There are opportunities to do presentation in front of a teacher and should experience it among
university students in various ways.

2020 Electronic Circuit Pen PJ
-We are planning as below1. To be able to experience electronic circuit pen
by online. Please see a video.
2. Planning a meeting for the next fiscal year while
considering the situation of the COVID-19.
3. Maybe we are going to have an online event!?

2020 Electronic Circuit Pen Project
-We are planning as belowIf you would like to join this project, please snap
this screen or QR code and register for attendance
from Google form.

